Leonard A. Zax
A native son of the city of Paterson and a 1967 graduate of its Eastside High School, Leonard A. Zax has had a distinguished career forging public/private partnerships for community development and historic preservation, including service as a government official, city planner, educator, and partner in the international law firm of Latham & Watkins, and, since 2008, his leadership of the Hamilton Partnership for Paterson. His tireless efforts resulted in the designation of the Paterson Great Falls National Historical Park in 2009.

From Eastside High, Mr. Zax went on to study at the University of Chicago, where he earned a bachelor of arts degree in 1971, and, then, to Harvard, where he earned both a master’s degree in city planning and a juris doctor degree in 1975. Later, at Harvard, he served as a lecturer in urban planning in 1977-1978 and 2008-2009, as well as a member of the visiting committee of the Graduate School of Design from 2000 to 2007.

One of the primary achievements of his career has been the many historic preservation projects he has initiated or shepherded to completion, thereby using preservation not only to bring back the past, but also to benefit communities now and in the future. Projects include the restorations of buildings from Washington, D.C., to San Francisco for affordable housing, an historic Los Angeles hotel adapted for senior housing, and his assistance in the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina to the Rebuild New Orleans Commission.

Most recent and most notable of his contributions is one that most closely affects his hometown of Paterson: the Paterson Great Falls National Historical Park. Having drafted the legislation and testified before Congressional committees to secure the designation of America’s newest national park, Mr. Zax founded and became president of the Hamilton Partnership for Paterson to enhance the educational, social, and economic benefits of the national park for the community, the region, and the nation. He continues the quest simultaneously to celebrate the past and revitalize neighborhoods of the city and to restore the narrative of its history through its landscape and architecture.

Bill Bolger
Bill Bolger is, since June 1, 2009, the project manager for the Paterson Great Falls National Historical Park. In early 2009, Congress passed legislation designating the site as part of the National Park System and, on March 30, 2009, President Obama signed legislation authorizing the falls as a national park. At present, he works with the city, state, and other organizations to fulfill the terms of the legislation that established the park.

Bill Bolger is a twenty-six-year veteran of the National Park Service and has extensive experience with historic properties, ranging from small eighteenth-century houses to large twentieth-century industrial complexes. He joined the National Park Service in 1983, reviewing rehabilitation projects under the historic preservation tax incentives program in seventeen states. In 1995, he became manager of the National Historic Landmarks program for the Northeast Region, advising on the eligibility of properties to become National Historic Landmarks (NHLs), monitoring the condition of over 1,200 NHLs in the region, and providing technical assistance for the preservation of historic resources.

Bill Bolger is a 1975 graduate of Temple University with a bachelor’s degree in art and architectural history and, in 1983, he studied historic preservation at Columbia University.